
I AM YOUR D-SLR FINDER



Select the D-SlR foR you

Revered by photographers across the world, Nikon D-SlRs combine the latest imaging 

technology with superior ergonomics and legendary NIKKoR lenses to produce truly 

incredible images. Whether you are a seasoned professional or a complete beginner, 

shooting with a Nikon D-SlR is the ultimate way to capture the moments that matter.

From flagship FX-format D-SLRs to the more compact DX-format models, each camera’s 

high-resolution image sensor is engineered to deliver rich, vibrant colours, natural depth, 

smooth gradations, and exquisite details in both photos and videos. Nikon’s innovative 

EXPEED image processors enable superior low-light capabilities, fast continuous shooting 

rates, flawless autofocus, and Full HD video capabilities. 

Whichever kind of photography you focus on, the creative freedom afforded by 90 million 

f-mount NIKKoR lenses along with the vast family of Nikon accessories ensure that using a 

Nikon D-SlR is an enriching and liberating experience. 

the ultIMAte IN IMAGe QuAlIty 

©hideyuki Motegi



BeGINNeR ADvANceD PRoFESSioNaL

Select youR cAteGoRy

if you’re new to D-SLR photography, a 

Beginner Nikon D-SlR is a powerful yet 

incredibly simple way to capture stunning 

results. The high-performance DX-format 

image sensors at the heart of these cam-

eras are much larger than sensors typi-

cally found on smartphones or compact 

cameras, so the images you shoot will be 

that much more spectacular. 

the photos and videos you capture with 

an Advanced Nikon D-SlR are nothing 

short of exceptional. With intuitive 

controls and ergonomics inspired by 

Nikon’s Professional D-SLRs, plus durable 

yet lightweight bodies, these DX- and 

FX-format cameras will ignite your pas-

sion for photography as you confidently 

go wherever your inspiration takes you. 

Generations of photographers have 

relied on Nikon’s professional cameras 

to take some of the most iconic and 

moving images of all time. Built to deliver 

outstanding image quality in the most 

challenging conditions imaginable, these 

durable, fully weather-sealed cameras 

incorporate the finest autofocus systems 

available, and have consistently raised the 

bar when it comes to what’s possible in 

photography.



BeGINNeR

capture life in superior quality 

Select youR cAMeRA

face-priority Af
Scene Modes and Retouch Menu

ISo 100–12800
lightweight travel companion

24-megapixel resolution

Capture unforgettable high-definition images. Big prints look 

superb and you can crop images without losing any detail.

Guide Mode

using sample images and clear step-by-step instructions,  

Guide Mode shows you exactly how to capture great shots.

Full HD video

Use the camera’s D-Movie function to make movies you’ll be 

proud of. you can record sharp full hD (1080p) video clips in any 

light at frame rates up to 50p/60p.

©Jeremy Walker



Celebrate your memories with the power-
ful yet incredibly easy-to-use D3200.
If you want to enjoy superior D-SlR image quality and 

still keep things simple, this 24.2-megapixel camera is 

your answer. A fantastic way to capture life in rich detail, 

the D3200’s Guide Mode shows you how to achieve 

stunning results. the lightweight body, superior ergo-

nomics, and secure grip make the camera a pleasure to 

use wherever life takes you.

Key features:
Face-priority AF  

easily capture perfect portraits when shooting in live 

View. Face Priority aF will automatically recognise and 

focus on faces visible in the scene. 

Scene Modes and Retouch Menu

Scene Modes optimise key camera settings so you can 

quickly capture perfect shots. the photo retouch menu 

offers easy-to-use tools and effects so you can enhance 

photos in-camera. 

BeGINNeR / ADvANceD / PRoFESSioNaL

All BeGINNeR D-SlRSfIND out MoRe ABout thIS cAMeRA

©fraser harding

http://www.europe-nikon.com/en_GB/product/digital-cameras/slr/consumer/d3200
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Truly capture the atmosphere of impor-
tant moments with the D3300.
Whether your family is growing up, or you’re striking 

out on your own and your world is full of new adven-

tures, this 24.2-megapixel camera delivers unforgettable 

photos and movies. Guide Mode offers step-by-step 

in-camera assistance, and you can easily add special 

effects to photos and movies.

Key features:
ISO 100–12800

Shoot clear images in any light. With an ISo range of 

100–12800 (extendable to 25600 equivalent) you can 

capture all the details in dark situations.

Lightweight travel companion

Weighing just 410 g (body only) and boasting a small 

retractable kit lens, the lightweight D3300 makes it 

more comfortable than ever to carry a D-SlR.

©laurel Mcconnell

All BeGINNeR D-SlRSfIND out MoRe ABout thIS cAMeRA

http://www.europe-nikon.com/en_GB/product/digital-cameras/slr/consumer/d3300


Select youR cAMeRA

ADvANceD

Superior DX-format performance 
51-point Af

24.3-MP FX-format sensor
fully weather-sealed

Built-in Wi-Fi and GPS 
Powerful low-light performance

D5200
vari-angle monitor

39-point Af

Versatile performance

Great low-light capabilities combine with fast continuous shoot-

ing rates, high-end video features, and in-camera effects for 

capturing superb photos and videos in any situation.

Compact build

these durable and lightweight cameras with intuitive ergonomics 

make it easy to go wherever inspiration takes you.

High-resolution detail

from extreme wide-angle to super-telephoto, capture incredibly 

detailed 24-megapixel images with smooth tonal gradations, and 

low noise when shooting at high ISos.

Pursue your passion for  
photography

©Junichi Noguchi



Give your photographic passions an 
adrenaline injection with the powerful 
D7100.
this high-spec D-SlR is made for photographers ready 

to go beyond frontiers in their hunt for spectacular 

images. close in on subjects and capture the action 

in exquisite detail. Make the most of shooting speeds 

of up to 6 fps, and a light sensitivity range of ISo 

100–6400.

Key features:
Superior DX-format performance

housed in a compact, weather- and dust-resistant body, 

the 24.1-megapixel CMoS sensor with no oLPF delivers 

extreme image sharpness on even the finest details.

51-point AF

enjoy rapid and ultra-accurate image capture with 

the professional-level Af system that utilises 51 focus 

points, 15 of which are cross-type.

BeGINNeR / ADvANceD / PRoFESSioNaL

All ADvANceD D-SlRSfIND out MoRe ABout thIS cAMeRA

©Robert Bösch

http://www.europe-nikon.com/en_GB/product/digital-cameras/slr/consumer/d7100


Experience the true power of full-frame 
photography with the D610.
equipped with professional Nikon technology, this 

powerful D-SlR delivers the kind of image quality that 

only the FX format can offer. Fully weather-sealed, the 

D610 is tough enough to go anywhere, and is ideal 

for keen photographers who are ready to take their 

photography to the next level.

Key features:
24.3-megapixel FX-format sensor

from extreme wide-angle to super-telephoto shots, you 

can capture incredibly detailed images with smooth 

tonal gradations and low noise when shooting at high 

ISos.

Fully weather-sealed

Built to withstand severe conditions, the D610 offers 

enhanced resistance to moisture and dust.

BeGINNeR / ADvANceD / PRoFESSioNaL

©Robert Bösch

All ADvANceD D-SlRSfIND out MoRe ABout thIS cAMeRA

http://www.europe-nikon.com/en_GB/product/digital-cameras/slr/consumer/d610
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Let your creativity soar with the D5300. 
With an impressive set of advanced features, this 

24.2-megapixel DX-format camera lets you capture 

and share the magic of your world in incredible detail. 

equipped with a large, high-resolution vari-angle monitor, 

it’s perfect for creative explorers who want to find their 

own angle on photography.

Key features:
Built-in WiFi & GPS 

Send images directly from the D5300 to a smartphone 

or tablet for easy sharing1, and get your travel pic-

tures ready by geotagging them with precise location 

information.

Powerful low-light performance

With an ISo range of 100–12800, the D5300 lets you 

shoot detailed images in dark situations and capture 

clear shots of fast-moving subjects.

1. to send images from the D5300, simply download the free Wireless Mobile utility to your smart device. the Wireless Mobile utility is compatible with ioS™ and Android™ smart devices,  
   and can be downloaded to your smart device for free from Google Play™ and the apple app Store™. android, Google, Google Play, YouTube, and other marks are trademarks of Google inc.

©Kwaku Alston

All ADvANceD D-SlRSfIND out MoRe ABout thIS cAMeRA

http://www.europe-nikon.com/en_GB/product/digital-cameras/slr/consumer/d5300


Discover new perspectives with the in-
spirational D5200.
from breathtaking photos to smooth full hD movies, this 

D-SlR is ideal for photographers who want to explore 

their creative sides. The 24.1-megapixel DX-format CMoS 

sensor captures finely detailed images, and the camera 

can render special effects for movies or stills in real time.

Key features:
Vari-angle monitor

the versatile swivel monitor empowers your vision with 

unique views. flip it, tilt it, turn it—explore your creativity 

and capture unique shots, including great self-portraits, 

from any angle.

39-point AF

With 39 focus points for superior accuracy, this auto-

focus system is always on target. Advanced 3D subject 

tracking maintains focus on even the smallest subjects, 

however unpredictable their movements may be.

BeGINNeR / ADvANceD / PRoFESSioNaL

©Douglas Menuez
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http://www.europe-nikon.com/en_GB/product/digital-cameras/slr/consumer/d5200


PRoFESSioNaL

Raise the bar on your photography
 

Fast

Built for speed, a Nikon Professional camera offers blazingly fast 

frame rates, instant response times, and quick, easy image transfer 

onto networks.

Reliable

Superior ergonomics, fast, durable shutter units, and tough  

magnesium alloy bodies maintain peak performance in any 

environment.

Remarkable quality

World-renowned image sensors and industry-leading autofocus 

systems combine to ensure stunning resolution, exceptional 

precision, and exquisite ISo light sensitivity.

11 fps with Af
extreme ISo range up to  

409600 (equivalent)

36.3-MP 
fast frame rate and  

broad ISo

Professional features,  
compact build

tilt-screen & built-in Wifi

vast ISo-Range
Maximum compatibility

Select youR cAMeRA
©Dave Black



The ultimate imaging machine  
has advanced. 
Built to capture exceptional images at exceptional speed, 

the D4S pushes the limits for pros and no-compromise 

users alike. equipped to power ahead in the most chal-

lenging environments photographers are likely to face, 

the D4S ensures you stay at the top of your game.

Key features:
11 fps with AF

the D4S offers remarkable acquisition and tracking 

performance. it fires at a blazing 11 fps in FX format with 

Ae/Af superior to its predecessor, the D4.

Extreme ISO 

Shoot crisper, cleaner, better-defined images at high 

ISos. An expanded ISo range of 100–25600 is extend-

able up to 409600 (equivalent).

BeGINNeR / ADvANceD / PRoFESSioNaL

aLL PRoFESSioNaL D-SLRSfIND out MoRe ABout thIS cAMeRA

©Dave Black

http://www.europe-nikon.com/en_GB/product/digital-cameras/slr/professional/d4s
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Create a new masterpiece with  
the D810.  
from delicate textures to high-speed movement, this 

D-SlR delivers exquisite high-resolution versatility.  

offering incomparable image quality, high-speed  

performance, and Full HD video flexibility, it’s the ultimate 

choice for serious photographers who want the freedom 

to shoot any scene with rigorous precision.

Key features:
36.3-MP 

The all-new sensor, without an oLPF, offers the ultimate 

in image detail. Boasts fast channel readout, wide dynamic 

range, and clean performance at high sensitivities.

Fast frame rate and broad ISO 

Shoot at up to 7 fps2 and capture fast-moving sub-

jects with incredible flexibility. Master the light in any 

situation with ISo 64–12800, extendable from ISo 

32–51200 (equivalent).

2. in DX format when used together with the MB-D12 battery pack and a power source other than the EN-EL15 battery.

   ©lucas Gilman
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http://www.europe-nikon.com/en_GB/product/digital-cameras/slr/professional/d810
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©Ray Demski
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Free your vision with the fast, versatile, 
and agile D750.   
In a world where anything is possible, this full-frame 

24.3-megapixel powerhouse gives you the freedom to 

dare. Packed with professional imaging technology, and 

streamlined for compactness, it’s the ideal camera for  

serious photographers who want to explore different 

forms of photography. 

Key features:
Full-frame portability 

Professional features, superior ergonomics, and a light-

weight one-piece camera body combine to offer true 

full-frame freedom.

Tilt-screen and built-in Wi-Fi 

Shoot photos and movies from unique perspectives 

with the sturdy tilt-screen. upload impressive full-frame 

photos via the camera’s built-in Wi-Fi and a compatible 

smartphone or tablet.

http://www.europe-nikon.com/en_GB/product/digital-cameras/slr/consumer/d750
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Experience the power of pure  
photography with the Nikon Df. 
Boasting a retro-styled body and the same  

16.2-megapixel sensor as Nikon’s flagship D4, this camera 

expresses a passion for photography in both form and 

function. Designed to delight design aficionados and 

camera purists alike, the Nikon Df may look like a classic 

Nikon 35mm film camera, but it’s packed with the latest 

technologies.

Key features:
Vast ISO 

With ISo 100–12800, extendable up to 204800  

(equivalent), you get finely detailed images with minimal 

noise, even when you shoot under challenging lighting 

conditions.

Maximum lens compatibility  

Pair with current and past NiKKoR lenses. a unique 

collapsible metering coupling lever lets you attach even 

vintage non-AI NIKKoR lenses to the Nikon Df. 

©Jeremy Walker
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http://www.europe-nikon.com/en_GB/product/digital-cameras/slr/professional/df


leNSeS

CLoSE-UPPRoTECTioN

flASh coNNectIvItyPoWER

vIeWING

totAl DIGItAl IMAGING SySteM
Shoot with a Nikon D-SLR and you have the full power of Nikon’s Total Digital imaging 

System at your fingertips. Encompassing everything from NiKKoR optics to Speedlights and 

wireless remote control units, Nikon’s range of dedicated lenses and accessories will extend 

your shooting opportunities as you realise your vision. 

http://www.europe-nikon.com/en_GB/products/lens_overview.page?
http://www.europe-nikon.com/en_GB/products/category_pages/accessories/category_accessories_dslr.page?ParamValue=Accessories&Subnav1Param=SLR&Subnav2Param=SLR+Close-up
http://www.europe-nikon.com/en_GB/products/category_pages/accessories/category_accessories_dslr.page?ParamValue=Accessories&Subnav1Param=SLR&Subnav2Param=SLR+Protection
http://www.europe-nikon.com/en_GB/products/category_pages/speedlights/category_speedlights.page?
http://www.europe-nikon.com/en_GB/products/category_pages/accessories/category_accessories_dslr.page?ParamValue=Accessories&Subnav1Param=SLR&Subnav2Param=SLR+Power
http://www.europe-nikon.com/en_GB/products/category_pages/accessories/category_accessories_dslr.page?ParamValue=Accessories&Subnav1Param=SLR&Subnav2Param=SLR+Connectivity
http://www.europe-nikon.com/en_GB/products/category_pages/accessories/category_accessories_dslr.page?ParamValue=Accessories&Subnav1Param=SLR&Subnav2Param=SLR+Viewing
http://www.europe-nikon.com/en_GB/products/lens_overview.page?
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http://www.europe-nikon.com/en_GB/products/category_pages/accessories/category_accessories_dslr.page?ParamValue=Accessories&Subnav1Param=SLR&Subnav2Param=SLR+Protection
http://www.europe-nikon.com/en_GB/products/category_pages/speedlights/category_speedlights.page?
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http://www.europe-nikon.com/en_GB/products/category_pages/accessories/category_accessories_dslr.page?ParamValue=Accessories&Subnav1Param=SLR&Subnav2Param=SLR+Power
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